Time-dependent properties of glassy polymers have been studied extensively by observing changes with time of either specific volume or "apparent enthalpy" obtained from scanning-calorimeter-derived specific heats. It is known, however, that the rate of changes of these parameters are dependent not only on temperature but as well on the initial state of the glass;' yet few studies have been directed toward systematically correlating more than one processing parameter (commonly, annealing temperature) with more than one ordering parameter. Likewise, little attention has been directed toward the initial state of the glass. In this study we independently control the vitrification pressure (Pv, 15 to 60,000 psi) and vitrification cooling rate (R", 0.lo to 400°K/min) and determine enthalpies measured isothermally (Ah,),* densities, and qualitatively compare scanning calorimeter traces. We observe that, for polystyrene at time = 0, Ah, increases linearly and strongly with logR, and increases linearly but weakly with P,. Likewise, we observe that density decreases linearly with logR,. Most important is the fact that the pressure and cooling rate coefficients of both Ahr and density are virtually independent, i.e., aAh,/aP, and ap/aP, are independent of R,, and dAh,laR, and aplaR, are independent of P,. Thus we can write: Ah, = Ah,,, + A IogR, + BP, and P = PO + C l o g K + Df(P,), where A, B, C, D are constants andf(P,) is a function of the form
